The NMC/CoSN Horizon Report: 2016 K-12 Edition provides interesting reading for those who have a keen interest in the technological trends that are motivating educational change. Charting what is on the horizon for the next five years, the report addresses significant questions that challenge teachers across all year levels. Firstly, what are the key technological trends that will impact education? Secondly, what are the fundamental challenges confronting educators that are considered as either solvable or difficult?

The report identifies two long term trends. The first trend is the continuation of effort that is already occurring in redesigning the built environment of the school. The modification of existing classroom environments or new building projects that aim to accommodate more hands-on experiential activities are evident in many schools. The second long term trend involves fundamentally re-imagining how schools work to ensure that students are afforded the opportunity to acquire the requisite skills for the 21st century. In the short term, the Report identifies coding as a new literacy for students. Many readers will readily identify with this trend! Alongside this is the imperative for teachers to view students as creators rather than passive recipients of knowledge.

Developments in technology that will directly impact schools are also identified. In the near term, which is considered to be one year or less, the Report pinpoints Makerspaces and online learning. In the mid-term (2-3 years), are robotics and virtual reality whilst in the far term (4-5 years), artificial intelligence and wearable technology are identified. It is interesting to consider that 5 years on from this report, the Horizon Report is now considered ‘far-term’?

Challenges that are considered solvable are those related to the provision of authentic learning experiences and rethinking the role of teacher from one of lecturer to guide. The Report introduces the use of the term ‘wicked’ to identify those challenges that are most problematic. The wicked challenges are identified as reducing the achievement gap and the development of much more personalised learning. I would certainly recommend the Horizon Report to all of our readers as no doubt, the discussion will resonate with young adolescents. The Report can be accessed from: https://www.nmc.org/publication/nmc-compass-horizon-report-2016-k-12-edition/

The theme for this year’s Adolescent Success conference (24-26 August) is ‘Discover, Design, Drive’ and really does offer something for everyone – teachers, school leaders and students. Given the imperatives raised in the Horizon Report, the timing of the conference is apt. I would strongly encourage you to consider making this your ‘conference of choice’ for 2017 as there will be a wonderful array of presentations and opportunities for networking and learning. Running alongside the conference on Saturday 26 August is the AARE Middle Years of Schooling Research Roundtable which has the theme of ‘Connecting Theory with Practice’. If you are currently engaged in research involving the middle years of schooling it would be great if you could attend. The need for an evidence-base to the work teachers do with young adolescents has never been stronger so we hope that the Roundtable will provide an opportunity for researchers at all career stages to engage with each other.

Once again the contributors to this edition of the Journal span a variety of areas including Jakub Niewiński’s article from Poland. The refereed article in this edition looks at the issue of young people and social networking – an area that remains of critical importance to all who are involved with adolescents. In the non-refereed section a variety of topics are addressed. Andrew Fuller and Andrew Wicking provide another interesting perspective from their research on the issue of resilience. Other articles address issues as diverse as young people and creativity, service-learning and problem-solving in mathematics. Also of interest is the outline of the award winning transition program at Geelong Lutheran College.

Thank you to all of the contributors to this edition. A further way you can connect with Adolescent Success is through the Thursday evening Twitter Chats #MYEdOz to share your thoughts on a variety of different topics related to early adolescents.

Dr Anne Coffey
Journal Editor
Adolescent Success
AARE Middle Years of Schooling Research Roundtable: Connecting Theory with Practice

Date
Saturday 26 August 2017

Time
9.00 am – 3.00 pm

Venue
Brisbane Convention Centre

Keynote
9.00-10.00am – Professor Donna Pendergast

Morning tea
10.00-10.40am

Roundtable Sessions
10.45am - 12.25pm

Lunch
12.25 pm - 1.25pm

Facilitated Discussion
1.30pm – 3.00pm

Who should attend?
Both novice and experienced researchers are invited to submit proposals to present their research and engage in dialogue with other middle years researchers in attendance.

Registration
To submit an abstract for the roundtable or to register your attendance, please visit the link below: https://adolescentsuccess.wildapricot.org/event-2531862

Registration is $80 for researchers and $60 for Students.

Keynote – Professor Donna Pendergast

Keynote summary: Making great middle years teachers

This presentation will consider the question - what makes great middle years teachers? I will look to global education megatrends as a context for reflecting on the importance of teaching quality in schools. The changing nature of students is highlighted using generational theory as a broad brushstroke lens to characterise the young people in classrooms today. Linking the trends with the changing needs and demands of students and learning, the presentation then unpacks the four intentional practices necessary to create great middle years teachers. The importance of great teachers is highlighted throughout, and a connection made between great teachers, quality teaching and student achievement. Finally, students’ opinions of what makes great teachers is shared.

Professor Donna Pendergast is Dean of the School of Education and Professional Studies at Griffith University. She has an international profile in the field of middle years’ education, also known as Junior Secondary. Her work focuses on school leadership for middle years’ reform, along with developing capabilities to enhance teacher efficacy. Donna has published more than 100 publications in the field.
Social Networking and Young People: Privileging Student Voice

Dr Marie Perry

Abstract
Young adolescents today are growing up in an environment rich in digital technology. They are highly connected with their technology always on and always on them. In this digital culture there are consistent concerns regarding the impact of this new way of being, and adult-generated concerns include perceived diminished childhood, bullying and fear which dominate much of the widely held understanding of the digital culture which these young people inhabit. In this culture of fear and in the context of schools, adult-generated strategies for enhancing the experience of young people engaging with social networking is generally the norm and student voice is repressed.

In contrast, this study set out to explore the experience of young people with respect to their engagement with social networking, through the privileging of student voice rather than assuming that adult knowledge be applied. In summary, this research set out to investigate what young people (as those individuals immersed in a digital culture) report would be helpful to them and what this might mean in terms of recommendations for school program and policy development.

Keywords: social networking sites, student voice, digital culture.
Introduction

The development of resilience in young people as they traverse the middle years of schooling is a crucial aspect of identity development, both offline and online. The privileging of student voice is necessary in the facilitation of supporting young people through these formative years, and thus eliciting genuine student voice rather than simply including students as participants in the data collection process was key to this study. Utilising the three factors necessary to facilitate student voice—authenticity, inclusion, and power—as the primary lenses for the study, provided a focus on genuine student engagement.

This study set out to provide an opportunity for the expression of student voice, particularly the needs of young people in regard to their engagement with social networking use as they negotiate their lives in a technology-rich world. It identified many similarities in thinking between young people and adults, as well as identifying divergence and hence areas that require addressing.

For the purpose of this study, the term ‘young people’ will be used when referring to adolescent students in the middle years, which pertains to students from Years 7 to 9. Along with the literature concerning the phase of young adolescence, there is also a great deal of information available that characterises the nature and needs of the changing generations, and especially how generational location aligns with digital culture (Bennett, 2008; Jensen, Gray, Harvey, D Clements, & Klein, 2014). A cultural feature of digital natives is the natural existence of social networking as a part of their social experience.

With the development, refinement and widespread adoption of social networking sites (hereafter referred to as SNSs), the capacity for young people to engage with each other using this specific technology is relatively easy. Even though they now live in a digital world, ironically, young people today experience many of the same challenges and issues as the generations that preceded them. The development of identity, managing strangers and the practices of youth being perceived as puzzling by their parents is not new. However, there is a perception that these concerns are all new and the product of recent times (Livingstone, 2008). It seems that young people are fundamentally the same as previous generations, but with new tools at their disposal. As Thomas (2007) notes, “What children do online is essentially similar to what they do offline: make friends, talk about their interests, engage in hobbies and pursuits that interest them, and have fun” (p. 180).

The need for identity establishment is a driving factor among young people, as is the need to create a strong sense of self through acceptance within peer groups and within the wider community. During this time of identity generation, it is common for the peer group to assume a greater level of influence, sometimes more so than family, in determining success via acceptance of the new identity or rejection via isolation of the individual from the peer group (Babe, 2007; Kuem, 2017).

As Thomas (2007) notes, “children’s online lives are intimate constructions of their sense of self and their developing identities as subjects of the new media age” (p. 2). Online profiles that young people create within the various SNSs provide a good example of this. Their colourful and animated profile pages are the digital version of the stereotypical teenager’s locker—they are where young people display their likes and identity. Where in previous times young people would decorate their bedroom walls with posters, photos, and so on, they now also have the ability to display this information digitally (Boyd, 2008). Whilst the need to share this personal information in a public way may be puzzling for adults, it is regarded as essential by young people who want to be seen (Tufekci, 2008).

The greatest difference in identity representation is that when presenting an identity online, the actual physical constructs that describe us in real life, such as appearance, gender, ethnicity, age, fashion sense, tattoos, and so on, can be constructed online to be as we wish they were, not necessarily how they are. Thus, the identity is formed more by the text used and this becomes more of an important factor in identity representation (Thomas, 2007). Young people develop their virtual presence by “writing themselves into being” (Boyd, 2008, p. 129). They develop their identities with every word that they write, with every photo, video, blog entry, image, and audio file they add to their profile pages. Whilst this may mean that online profile pages may not always provide a true personal representation, they do allow for risk taking through trial and error.

Online identity representation allows young people a sense of control as they can add, change, and eliminate aspects of their profile that they consider unsuccessful. The negative aspect of online identity representation is that the lack of face-to-face interaction means that the impression made via this digital body is more open to misinterpretation (Boyd, 2008; Liu, 2017). The aim is to determine which online aspects generate the most concerns for young people and what online assistance they require.

For young people, identity seeking and validation, along with the need to test boundaries through risk taking, is central to their development. Validation and acceptance is sought, not from adults, but rather from peers (Beaumont, 2009). This then perpetuates a lack of understanding by adults regarding the issues that pertain to young people as they develop their identities. This study seeks to privilege student voice in order to understand from the young person’s perspective both the positive and negative aspects they perceive influence them as part of their digital culture. A strong sense of identity, online and offline, is a key factor in developing resilience within young people.

Yet, research from the Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) is generally undertaken from the risk management paradigm, focusing on cyber safety, and looking at the dangers of online predators and cyber bullying of students and strategies to assist in keeping children safe (ACMA, 2011a, 2013), rather than the social benefits of digital tools and how the tools form a part of establishing and shaping identity and relationships that young people typically traverse during these formative years. This presents a quandary for educators who are keen to utilise the tools digital technology offers, yet cognisant of the perceived and/or real safety challenges.

Students have access to a vast array of SNSs and can make contact 24 hours a day, 7 days a week via their computers, mobile phones, gaming consoles and other readily available devices. Many maintain a “24/7” vigil. Australia features as having one of the highest mobile phone ownership rates in the world (Australian Government, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade [DFAT], 2015), resulting in a digitally connected society. Internationally, Australians are renowned as early adopters of digital technology, and this effect impacts on all age groups (DFAT, 2015). Of note, 89% of young Australians own a mobile phone and 69% own a smart phone; 72% of young Australians go online more than once per day (ACMA, 2014a).

Current media reports, which are often inflammatory and sensational in terms of the use of SNSs, have generated fear and alarm regarding their use. The focus of research is typically cyber safety and online stranger danger (ACMA, 2009a, 2013; Barrett-Maitland, 2016). Many schools are implementing policies and programs that relate to the cyber bullying and online stranger danger aspects. Eliciting student voice is necessary in order to develop policies and programs that will provide effective guidance and support to young people as they develop their sense of identity and resilience, thus enabling them to navigate successfully the world in which they live. In particular, the pros and cons from their perspective, what they feel they need, and also how parents, teachers and schools can help young people with their virtual and real-life interactions.
Research methods
This research aimed to explore the experiences of young people and to determine their engagement in SNSs, in a unique case study. Specifically, students aged from approximately 12-16 years, in the middle years of schooling (Years 7-9), are the subject of this study as they constitute the years where rapid growth and development, identity formation and establishing practices associated with social networking occur.

A case study approach was employed thereby enabling a rich analysis in a unique context to be undertaken. Mixed methodology was utilised, combining the strengths of both qualitative and quantitative methods. Specifically, a review of seven school-based documents was conducted, along with a survey of the entire cohort of Years 7, 8 and 9 students with 236 student participants. Following the survey, focus groups were conducted with students (n=10), teachers (n=8), and parents (n=4) of students in Years 7 to 9.

The data were analysed using a range of appropriate analytic techniques: the documents were analysed using document analysis; the surveys were analysed via basic descriptive statistics; and the focus group data were analysed using Leximancer to conduct content analysis. In each analytic technique there was a continuous focus on privileging student voice and the analysis of teacher and parent focus groups sought to identify areas of consistency and to highlight areas of contrast with those of student data collected in the surveys and focus groups.

It is acknowledged that the case study approach adopted in this study has limitations; nevertheless, it provides rich insight into one school context, with close-grained mapping and analysis of issues, tensions and priorities that are likely to be of concern to many. Hence, the insight gained from this study may be more widely generalised, and could be applied to a wide range of school sites and settings.

Findings
This study provided insights into the perceptions of young people regarding their online interactions, particularly with SNSs. Ruddock and Fielding (2006) nominate three key elements for genuine student voice: authenticity, inclusion, and power. Merely eliciting student views does not privilege student voice. There needs to be adequate follow up so that student perceptions and recommendations are responded to, in order for student voice to be genuine.

This research study was authentic, as student perceptions from the data in the survey and focus groups were gathered and responded to, and form the basis of the summary and conclusions presented. This research study considered the inclusion of student voice by addressing the silence or absence of student voice as well as including the whole cohort rather than just a select few. This research study also attempted to privilege student voice by recognising the power constructs within the data-collection phase.

In this study, three main data sources were used: document review, survey, and focus groups. The document review highlighted that the documents were written primarily from an authoritative and legalistic frame of reference and as such tended to reinforce the fear-based paradigm held by some adults regarding the use of SNSs. It also highlighted the lack of power, inclusion and authenticity within the documents, in other words, the total lack of inclusion of student voice.

The data utilised in this research have highlighted fourteen key points regarding the use of SNSs by young people, including both positive and negative aspects as well as areas for consideration for future support of young people within the realm of social networking.

Research has detailed concerns about the diminishing childhood of young people growing up in a digital age (McQuan, 2010b). Due to their constant connection to information and thus being more exposed to adult material and concepts, it has been suggested that our young people are suffering from a loss of innocence by having to grow up too quickly. Gadlin (1978) disputes this by noting that our young people are experiencing the opposite by living an extended youth. Young people today are better educated, stay at home longer, and are more protected by their parents than any generation before them.

Data from this study highlighted that 12% of respondents spent more than 3 hours per day on SNSs and a further 23% of respondents reported that they spent between 1-3 hours per day on SNSs. This research which showed that young people spend approximately 2.9 hours per day accessing the internet. Respondents in this study represented as typical in their time use and site use when compared with the wider research done by ACMA (2009h; 2013), which may support the transference of the recommendations to other similar settings.

Data confirmed that the young people involved in this study are using a wide range of SNSs, including some sites that are not age appropriate. In the vast majority, respondents reported that they were on age-appropriate sites and were using SNS for legitimate purposes, and that the most of their online experiences were positive. Respondents in this study also confirmed their reliance on SNSs to stay connected with their peers during out-of-school hours whilst they were at home, with 69% of respondents stating this as the greatest thing about SNS use, thus reinforcing Gadlin’s (1978) perception that young people today are more protected than previous generations as they appear to have less physical freedom than young people of previous generations.

Young people and adults both recognised that privacy was an issue when using SNSs. However, the adults differed from the young people in that they felt that the young people did not have a clear and thorough understanding of what private versus public meant.

“Young people and adults both recognised that privacy was an issue when using SNSs. However, the adults differed from the young people in that they felt that the young people did not have a clear and thorough understanding of what private versus public meant.”

Parents and teachers also made comment about the notion of privacy and expressed their concerns regarding this during the focus groups:

“Parents and teachers also made comment about the notion of privacy and expressed their concerns regarding this during the focus groups:

“Parents and teachers also made comment about the notion of privacy and expressed their concerns regarding this during the focus groups:

Adults were concerned that young people were sharing via SNSs information that they considered to be private. This finding aligns with research of Collin et al. (2011) and Livingstone (2008). Research by Boyd (2008) and Livingstone (2008) proposes that young people describe their SNS profiles as private spaces for themselves and their friends and emphasise the need to keep this private from their parents. Young people in this study expressed their need for privacy on SNSs from their parents but did also acknowledge that friending parents provided a safety mechanism for them.

“Adults were concerned that young people were sharing via SNSs information that they considered to be private. This finding aligns with research of Collin et al. (2011) and Livingstone (2008). Research by Boyd (2008) and Livingstone (2008) proposes that young people describe their SNS profiles as private spaces for themselves and their friends and emphasise the need to keep this private from their parents. Young people in this study expressed their need for privacy on SNSs from their parents but did also acknowledge that friending parents provided a safety mechanism for them.

“On Facebook there are a billion people out there who look at Facebook every day and if I put a billboard up on the M1 and put all of your private details on the billboard, would you like that?” (Edward, Parent)
The majority of young people reported having no problems with their SNS use. The problems that did occur were reported as largely having occurred in the home also and not at school. Young people also felt, on the whole, that these problems did not transfer into the school setting.

Problems that were most prevalent included: cyber bullying; fight with friends; technical difficulties (including how to control privacy settings, un-tagging, spam); hacking of accounts and fake identities; inappropriate pictures; as well as stalkers and predators. The reported dangers or problems were consistent between adults and young people. The issue of “unknown friends” was a concern for adults and young people, as was timewasting (adult perception) or distracting (young people perception) and addiction to SNSs.

The high level of connectedness that young people now have has generated other areas of concern for adults. The large number of “friends” that young people now have on the SNSs has been an increasing cause for alarm by many adults (Bennett, 2008). Adults are worried about the safety of young people who share private information with unknown friends, perhaps putting themselves at risk (ACMA, 2009c). Some adults also perceive the need to have an extensive number of friends as narcissistic (Boid, 2008; Livingstone, 2008). The focus group responses from adults in this study confirmed these findings.

The most important factor regarding SNS use for students was the ability to be connected to their peers. Even though all groups agreed that time spent on SNSs was a problem, the parents disagreed with the perception of young people regarding the need to have 24/7 contact. Parents thought it was detrimental whilst young people felt it essential, as identified in parent Ella’s comments.

“The biggest thing I would say is a problem with Facebook is time. The time that it soaks up. Once they start to build up a big network of friends on Facebook and everyone’s posting things up and putting up different things to look at and that sort of thing, they could spend 24 hours a day literally looking at all of the different things that are getting posted by all these other people, and that to me is the biggest problem, is the amount of time it soaks up without them realising that time is gone.”

Ironically, Adam sums up the need for young people to stay connected whilst recognising the time taken and wasted in doing so.

“For me, social networking is not really important because like I think the only important thing that social networking can be used for is to contact friends and tell them about things that you’re planning to do or ask them for some, maybe some help sometimes but other than that I don’t think it should be used for messaging and stuff because that’s just wasting your time.” (Adam, Year 9)

Girls used SNSs primarily to talk to friends. Although they had few concerns, they commented that they were most concerned about paedophiles. Boys also used SNSs primarily to talk to friends and whilst they also had few concerns, they were most concerned about cyber bullying and privacy.

Whilst much of the literature refers to the negative aspects of SNS use (ACMA, 2007, 2011a), there is increasing evidence of the many positive aspects of online interaction, including improved educational outcomes, facilitating supportive relationships, identity formation, promoting a sense of community and wellbeing (Collin et al., 2011).

For the young people in this study, the most important factor regarding SNS use was the ability to be connected to their peers. This online “anytime” access to their peers and friendship groups is a crucial part of their identity development as young people seek validation and acceptance from their peers rather than from adults (Beamont, 2009). It also provides them with quick and easy access to each other. Data from the focus groups held with young people highlighted their need to be connected to each other at all times as being “essential” to them. They also reported their preference for SNS sites, such as Skype, which allowed for chat facilities that were easy to use and were free or cheap to access.

Overwhelmingly, young people were consistent in their belief that they did not have any problems and/or did not require assistance at home or at school with SNS use. When asked what support they would require from home and school, support was the most prominent response.

If they were to seek assistance, young people ranked parents, friends, teachers and then no one. Boys aligned with this ranking; however, girls ranked parents, friends, no one, and teachers lastly.

Both adults and young people felt that young people were well informed about the dangers of SNS use. However, young people were more concerned with the immediate dangers or problems whereas the adults were more concerned with long-term issues.

Young people had a positive view of their perception that “they know it all”, whereas the adults had a negative perception of young people “knowing it all”.

Young people agreed with the adults that the monitoring of their sites by their parents was a good protective factor or safety mechanism for them.

Young people expressed that the sharing of stories or scenarios by other young people who had actually experienced difficulties in real life on SNSs would be of the most benefit to them.

Both young people and adults could clearly articulate that there were good points and bad points to SNS use.

Furthermore, issues arising from SNS use was reported as incidents having largely occurred in the home and not at school and included cyber bullying and technical difficulties. The study also revealed the positive aspect of social networking as predominantly the ability for young adolescent people to be connected to their peers. This study also noted minor differences when data were considered through the lens of gender. Support was requested by young people in the form of case studies or scenarios led by other young people who had experienced actual difficulties when using SNSs.

Summary

The eliciting of student voice has made a valuable contribution to the school referenced in this case study through the implementation of a set of recommendations which have privileged student voice. These recommendations may also be transferable to the wider field. Emerging from the study, the following six recommendations have been framed:

1. The school should continue with the structured cyber safety training and this training should be ongoing and regular for young people both in the primary school setting and the high school setting. The content of this training should also consider topics as requested by the students. There are a plethora of cyber safety training programs that are being implemented nationally and internationally. It is recommended that these programs also be considerate of topics suggested by the young people for whom they are designed.

2. Cyber safety training, for the school and the wider field, should include the safety aspects such as online stranger danger, managing security settings, and cyber bullying strategies, but should also include training in online netiquette in order to develop understanding of appropriate communication and interactions between young people, to understand the differing purpose of differing SNSs, and to maintain a positive digital footprint.

3. School documentation relevant to use of electronic resources should be reviewed and re-written within a positive and proactive frame of reference rather than a fear-based position. These documents should be re-written in order to make them clear to both young people and adults so that they are more accessible to the young people to whom they refer. Including young people as part of this process would assist in making these documents more relevant to them. All schools should consider reviewing their documentation to determine the inclusion or absence of student voice.

4. All schools should continue to provide training and information to parents to assist them in their knowledge and understanding of strategies they can use in the home regarding the online interactions of their children. These strategies should encourage active supervision and open and positive dialogue between young people and their parents.

5. The school should develop a peer mentoring model as part of its Personal Development Program where young people who have experienced issues relating to online interactions lead discussion sessions with other young people. These sessions would be scenario based, providing young people with real-life situations and practical solutions and strategies for managing similar issues.
if they were to arise. These scenarios should include cyber bullying, contact from unknown friends, sharing of inappropriate content, managing positive digital footprints, and possible consequences for breaching state and federal communication laws. The scenario should be developed in consultation with the young people. All schools should consider determining avenues for relevant scenario-based training within their structures that are driven by the needs and choices of young people in order to ensure that training is applicable to the young people for whom it is intended.

6. The school should develop a peer coaching model as part of its Personal Development Program where young people with technical expertise train other young people. The purpose of this is to develop a higher level of technical proficiency, particularly in the areas of privacy and security settings on the various SNSs young people are utilising, as well as to develop a better understanding of the varying purposes on different SNSs in order to engage in SNSs that are most suitable to them. The areas of training should be developed in consultation with the young people. All education providers of young people should consider providing access to technical training related to SNS use, driven by the needs as directed by young people who are experiencing technical difficulties.

**Conclusion**

This research has sought to enhance previous research by exploring the experiences of young people and their engagement in SNSs by privileging student voice, specifically to determine the influence electronic communication, in particular social networking, is having on young people.

This research has helped to widen the scope of reference regarding SNS use by establishing both the positive and negative aspects of SNS use as identified by young people and adults, and has acknowledged similarities and differences based upon gender and age. Online communication is not a short-lived phenomenon but rather a popular and legitimate form of communication for young people and adults alike. Learning how to manage oneself in a positive manner, with appropriate netiquette, is a necessary life skill for all people accessing this technology.

The scenarios should include cyber bullying, contact from unknown friends, sharing of inappropriate content, managing positive digital footprints, and possible consequences for breaching state and federal communication laws. The scenario should be developed in consultation with the young people. All schools should consider determining avenues for relevant scenario-based training within their structures that are driven by the needs and choices of young people in order to ensure that training is applicable to the young people for whom it is intended.
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How to Promote Mental Health and Learning

Andrew Fuller & Andrew Wicking

Having worked with over 600 communities and 160,000 young people on increasing resilience, we have worked with areas with high levels of abuse, violence, drug use and despair. We have also worked with areas that have measurably abundant levels of resilience. These are some of the lessons that we have drawn from Resilient Youth’s research and our observations of resilient schools and communities.

Compassion and love are some of our oldest medicines. When we add in hope and connectedness, we have the four most powerful ingredients of healing.

Each ingredient alone may not cure a case of the flu but together they will help you resist disease, lower stress, lower blood pressure, avoid a heart attack, protect against depression, increase your longevity and help you live a healthier life.

What creates resilience varies at different stages of our lives. To outline this we need to take you through the main findings of Resilient Youth’s research.

Resilient Youth’s research

There are 40 key predictors of wellbeing and resilience in young people. The more of these 40 resilience assets a young person has, the more likely they are to:

- Achieve academic success
- Be motivated to learn
- Experience positive relationships
- Complete schooling
- Be problem solvers
- Show constructive leadership
- The more of these 40 assets a young person has, the less likely they are to:
- Experience alcohol and drug problems
- Be violent
- Leave school early
- Have behavioural problems
- Experience depression and anxiety.

Assessing the levels of resilience assets in schools and communities provides a powerful way to plan how to increase the wellbeing and resilience of young people while also building on their strengths.

How to assess resilience

Resilient Youth has developed and validated a 99 question, online resilience survey incorporating a series of reliable gold standard measures including: The Developmental Assets Profile, The General Health Questionnaire and The Children's Hope Scale.

Creating Lives where People are Connected, Protected & Respected

Building resilience involves creating the three things every parent wants for their children and every teacher wants for their students. This is for our children and teens to be:

- Connected
- Protected
- Respected

Resilient Youth’s CPR approach helps young people to create success and positive relationships while also protecting them against mental health problems, substance abuse and involvement in destructive extremist groups.

Feeling connected, protected, respected are the pre-conditions for what can be described based on this research, as the “Resilient Mindset”.

In Years 3-4, 59% of students (67% of girls and 52% of boys) have good or high levels of resilience. However there is a steady drop from 59% to 27% of students having good or high levels by Years 11-12 (29% for girls and 25% for boys). The percentage of students reporting that they have two or more groups of friends remains steady with two notable low points: Years 3-4 and Years 7-8 indicating the need for diversifying friendship groups and broadening social connected-ness especially at these times.

Across all year levels, boys exhibit lower levels of social skills than girls. Having social skill powerfully protects against relationship problems and alcohol and drug use.

Students consistently value diversity and are interested in actively helping others. Even young people with very few assets themselves want to help other people. What possibly prevents young people from connecting with a broader range of people is their low levels of trust and forgiveness. While the feeling of being able to trust others, 34% of Years 3-4 students it steadily declines to a low point of 17% in Years 9-10.

A similar trend is found in their preparedness to forgive other people. The overall picture suggested by this research is that young people are good at establishing positive relationships and deriving support from them but when relationships fall into troubled times, they have little idea of how to repair them.

Most students have positive values, are engaged in school, are motivated to learn, are connected to the adults in their lives and feel safe at home and at school. The strength of relationships between students and their teachers frays and lessens in secondary/high school and with that comes a slowing of momentum.

Protected

To live in a home where at least one parent or caring adult loves you, cares for you and listens to you is a gift that lasts a lifetime. The majority of students feel safe at home and at school.

However there are times of disconnection and disengagement. Feeling encouraged by school sits at around 86% in primary school and then falls to 67% in Years 7-8 before rising to 68% in Years 9-10 and to 73% in Years 11-12. Generally boys feel less encouraged than girls.

Connectedness to adults also varies markedly over the school years with 79% of Year 3-4 students saying they have an adult in their lives who listens to them. This remains steady in Years 5-6 but declines in Years 7-8 to 67% and 63% in Years 9-10 and by Years 11-12 reduces again to 61%.

Belonging – our sense of belonging is the most powerful antidote we have to suicide, violence and to drug abuse.

The sense of belonging at school is strong in the primary years with girls having a stronger sense of belonging than boys (81% and 69% in Years 5-6). Over the secondary/high school years it drifts so much so that by Years 11-12, 21% of girls and 25% of boys have a low levels of school belonging.

Bullying – The pattern of face-to-face bullying steadily declines with the proportion of students reporting having been bullied in the past year reducing from 26% in Years 3-4, to 22% in Years 5-6.

The Resilient Mindset

The modelling of the Resilient Youth research indicates the
existence of a resilient mindset. This involves taking a positive approach to challenges, mistakes and developing ideas and a preparedness to utilise opportunities to improve and succeed. The resilient mindset can be contrasted with anxious and avoidant mindsets. A more detailed exploration of the ideas and strategies that teachers and parents can use to help young people shift from either an anxious or avoidant mindset into a resilient mindset will be published later this year.

Establishing a resilient mindset in students increases motivation and engagement in learning as well as academic results. The resilient mindset includes eagerness to achieve, motivation to learn and feeling supported by parents and teachers to succeed at school. This is combined with hopefulness. If learned helplessness is a key predictor of the likelihood of depression, “learned hopefulness” is an antidote. While most students are hopeful and can anticipate good things and plan ways to get the things they want, about 8% of students have very low levels of hope.

**Implications of this research for building resilience**

This research points to different strategies and needs at different stages of schooling.

**Years 3-4**

Two main priorities seem apparent. Firstly, focus on the development of positive relationships. Broadening and deepening friendships increases the sense of being connected to, and respected at, school. By practising how to create, maintain and repair friendships we can build values, social competencies and emotional intelligence while protecting against violence, drug abuse and bullying. This requires schools to employ relationship-based approaches to behavioural incidents where there is an emphasis on forgiveness and the maintenance of attachment rather than consequences.

Secondly, the introduction of Resilient Mindset programs in Years 3-4 to help students’ learn about their brains and how to optimise them. Students’ engage when they experience success. Resilient Mindset programs involve: teachers, parents, grandparents, carers and students in sessions building concentration, creativity, learning and memory skills.

- actively building creativity and imagination through exploration of intriguing ideas and phenomena in the world.
- emphasising the essential ingredients of brain power; sleep, healthy eating, movement and exercise.
- reducing the emphasis on homework and replacing it with investigations, math quests, reading for fun and research.
- developing ideas through conversations.

**Years 5-6**

Years 5-6 are a great time to consolidate resilience. The relative turbulence of Years 3-4 is past and transition is yet to occur. Students are overwhelmingly positive, engaged and rating to go and we need to capitalise on that momentum. Firstly, implement the Student Transition and Resilience Training (START) program and use building resilience curricula http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/transitions/Pages/start.aspx

Secondly, build learning engagement through resilient mindset programs to help students and parents learn how their brains work and develop the skills that build academic success. Specifically build skills in:

- Memory
- Concentration
- Note making
- Visual representations

Using graphic organisers Identifying similarities and differences Utilising feedback How to practice well

Creativity
Decision-making
Problem solving
Persistence.

Thirdly, develop social skills and personal identity through “students create the future” projects (where teams of students take on a social issue and create a movement for change in their school, town, community or world for one week). Make sure students at this stage are empowered and that their voices are heard.

Fourth, develop an emphasis on experiential learning especially in Science, Mathematics and English. This requires additional empowerment of teachers to utilise theatre sports and literacy methods, hands-on mathematics, STEAM and entrepreneurship.

**Years 7-8**

By Years 7-8 too many students feel unsafe, disrespected and isolated. They have great capabilities but too many of them don’t apply them at school. This represents a major opportunity lost. This is a time of maximal neuroplasticity but despite the great surge in cognitive ability, the engagement at school seen in Years 5-6 slows and lessens, positive connectedness weakens and achievement levels in numeracy and literacy often languish.

Students need to learn about how to capitalise on the increased cognitive capacity of their brains and to develop a resilient mindset.

One of the gateways to engagement for this age group is the strength of positive relationships students form one another and with their teachers. The resilience survey indicates that the current structure of school does not strengthen connectedness.

To capitalise on the enormous opportunities of this age range, we need to more powerfully implement the research findings on effective middle schooling, essentially fewer subject areas and fewer but more connected relationships.

The central intention of managing behavioural incidents should always be “how can we help this student to be a happy engaged learner”. This means that relationships and forgiveness are at the heart of effective student management not rules and consequences.

Successful teachers of adolescents base their work on relationships rather than power.

Teachers need to “own” their own classrooms so they can develop support and routines, implement guided practice and create visually interesting, engaging and safe learning environments. This is especially true in secondary/high schools.

**Years 9-10**

Year 10 is when the lowest levels of resilience occur. It coincides with increased feelings of alienation and disconnection. While the origins of this low point may occur earlier through not establishing close positive relationships or having a sense of success at school, Year 10 is the pinch point. If we can make a difference in Years 9-10, we will substantially improve resilience.

By Years 9-10 we have a group of students who feel disengaged from school and are relatively impervious to classroom-based interventions. This means that while building resilience curricula should still be implemented, it will only go so far.

Increasing the knowledge of Years 9-10 students about creating and maintaining positive respectful relationships should be considered. This should be based on the characteristics of successful relationships—trust, forgiveness, integrity, hope and compassion.

To capitalise on the enormous opportunities of this age range, we need to more powerfully implement the research findings on effective middle schooling, essentially fewer subject areas and fewer but more connected relationships.

The central intention of managing behavioural incidents should always be “how can we help this student to be a happy engaged learner”. This means that relationships and forgiveness are at the heart of effective student management not rules and consequences.

Successful teachers of adolescents base their work on relationships rather than power.

Firstly, implement the Student Transition and Resilience Training (START) program and use building resilience curricula http://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/transitions/Pages/start.aspx

Secondly, build learning engagement through resilient mindset programs to help students and parents learn how their brains work and develop the skills that build academic success. Specifically build skills in:

- Memory
- Concentration
- Note making
- Visual representations

Using graphic organisers Identifying similarities and differences Utilising feedback How to practice well

Creativity
Decision-making
Problem solving
Persistence.

Thirdly, develop social skills and personal identity through “students create the future” projects (where teams of students take on a social issue and create a movement for change in their school, town, community or world for one week). Make sure students at this stage are empowered and that their voices are heard.

Fourth, develop an emphasis on experiential learning especially in Science, Mathematics and English. This requires additional empowerment of teachers to utilise theatre sports and literacy methods, hands-on mathematics, STEAM and entrepreneurship.

**Years 11-12**

Building resilience in Years 11-12 is about managing: Organisation and time

Stress

Energy and Aftercare

**Organisation and time**

Compassionate individual mentoring and coaching of students so they achieve milestones and maintain motivation is helpful. The frame that needs to be authoritative and caringly made,
is that successful completion of Years 11 and 12 is a journey. There is a systematic way of doing it well and as teachers we will help you to follow that system. Parents need to be educated about the process of successfully completing Years 11 and 12.

**Stress**

Incorporating anxiety reduction methods into these years is essential. 52% of Year 12 students have high levels of anxiety. Mindfulness approaches are useful for some but more active and therapeutic forms of anxiety reduction also need to be practiced. We need to manage expectations and catastrophic thinking. As part of the process of Years 11-12, “take care of yourself” times need to be scheduled. Developing a series of videos clips of students who have coped well in Years 11-12 would be valuable.

**Energy**

The results of the resilience survey show that many students are sleep deprived, overly dependent on social media, eating poorly and not exercising or looking after themselves. It is a recipe for fatigue and sadness.

As well as educating parents and students about how to maintain energy, we would like to suggest that each student nominates two “guardian angels” one in school, one out of school who check in with the student and also can contact the student welfare coordinator if they feel concerned.

**Aftercare**

We know from previous research that students with high levels of school belonging are most at risk in the year after school. The resilience survey indicates that 16% of girls and 8% of boys have high levels of school belonging. Linking these students with post-school mentors, past students or people in local industry should be considered.

**What resilient schools, families and communities all have in common**

There is one overriding principle that all resilient schools, families and communities have: they all follow the golden rule. Treat other people as you yourself would like to be treated.

One of the factors that can work against this is that humans are very tribal beings. If we are to truly thrive we need to think and act globally.

**Building Your Tribe**

The places where most of us feel love, compassion, hope and connection is in our families, schools and communities. To increase resilience we need to powerfully connect people with their family, school and community.

Resilient schools and communities enable people to feel protected, respected and connected.

Families treat one another with respect and help children to learn values like trust, forgiveness, integrity, hope and compassion.

Schools aim to cultivate character as well as academic success. The best ones do it by creating an intensely interactive community that applauds success, forgives mistakes and helps people realize their potential.

Communities support positive interactions and help people reduce abusive or destructive acts. They actively reduce loneliness and isolation. No one is on the outer because there is no outer. When people make mistakes they are not rejected or treated harshly but are helped to become an involved member of their group.

Communities can create a sense of belonging that generates the trust that underlies the golden rule.

**Maintaining Your Tribe**

In schools we initially build tribes in specific classes, then in mentor groups, then year levels or houses and gradually across the entire school.

Applying our knowledge of the process of group identity formation is essential. Almost all groups go through a process of forming, norming, storming and eventually, performing.

An awareness of these four stages is necessary otherwise the risk of becoming reactive and punitive when storming occurs can destroy resilience. The storming phase is the most vital time to show that this is a place where people are protected, respected and connected.

**Expanding Your Tribe**

An important question to ask yourself and others is, “How big is your tribe?” Is it your family? Your friendship group? Your school? Your sports team? Your country? The world?

Traditionally it has been estimated that people cannot form close relationships with more than 150 other people. We overcome this by moving people from basing their interactions and help people reduce abusive or destructive acts. They actively reduce loneliness and isolation. No one is on the outer because there is no outer. When people make mistakes they are not rejected or treated harshly but are helped to become an involved member of their group.

Communities can create a sense of belonging that generates the trust that underlies the golden rule.

When people feel embedded in a family, school or community they feel protected, respected and connected. When people feel protected, respected and connected it generates enormous trust.

When people trust one another they can think about long-term objectives. They can be creative and constructive.

Collaboration moves at the speed of trust. When we trust, we can collaborate and experiment and we can be open to new ideas and new approaches. This is the basis of the resilience mindset.

People who do not trust one another end up complying only under a system of formal rules and regulations that have to be negotiated, agreed to and enforced, sometimes by coercive means.

Trust cannot be commanded. It can only be nurtured and inspired within healthy relationships and communities. Trust is contagious but we have to first give it to receive it.

There is no restraint more powerful than thinking your family or friends will think poorly of you. There is no greater motivation than wanting your family and friends to think well of you.

Being part of a group has great survival value. It is the reason that we are all here.

We can reinforce the character building norms of healthy families, schools and communities by showing people the benefits of joining together. When we move from do unto others to do with others we build powerful tribes who can make a difference. This is why we have young people come together in “students create the future” projects. They collaborate and in doing so they become our next-generation leaders.

Resilient schools, families and communities are quite matter of fact about this. “There is a sense of “this is the way we do things here”.

The best solutions for building resilience aren’t programs or major initiatives. ‘The conditions that help people to feel protected, respected and connected aren’t download-able. They are uploaded one relationship at a time. Applying the golden rule, developing values and applying them consistently in ever-larger tribal groups enables people to develop the resilient mindset.

Andrew Fuller can be contacted at inyahead@satlink.com.au or www.andrewfuller.com.au, to book sessions on the Resilient Mindset and to obtain free downloads.

Andrew’s most recent book is “Unlocking Your Child’s Genius” (Finch, 2015)

If you are interested in enquiring about the Resilience Survey, please contact Dr. Andrew Wicking, General Manager Resilient Youth

Phone: +61 400 113945

www.resilientyouth.org.au

We would like to thank the schools, teachers, communities and young people who have participated in the Resilience Survey to date.
Youth’s participation and Creativity in the Classroom and Beyond

Jakub Niewiński

Jakub Niewiński an educator and contributor from Poland has written this article about the Study of Creativity and Innovation in Education within a European context.

Introduction

This article presents various aspects of current issues surrounding discourse on the participation of young people and their creativity in the context of school and local communities. Modern school might be likened to a factory in which parents and children play the role of consumers and administrators the role of producers and policy makers. As you read you would like you to reflect on what you need to do to make the school become environmentally friendly in order to build relations and dialogue, in which the creativity of students and teachers will strengthen the process of teaching and learning. I am going to pose some questions: What does creativity mean in the context of young people and their participation in school and beyond? What determines their innovation - my interdisciplinary approach? How do we learn in the “creative age”, cities prosper in the “creative age”, cities and young people to accept only one correct vision of the world. Even pedagogical graduates who have encountered, for example, the concepts of Maria Montessori do not use this knowledge in practice. For many years German neurobiologist Professor Gerald Hüther has been involved in the education and implementation of knowledge within the context of the learning processes within the educational system. He is one of the innovators of the idea of Schule im Aufbruch/awakening school. In this model, there is no division into specific age groups. Students with a teacher individually set up a work plan and they also have two additional subjects/lessons: responsibilities and challenges. They alone decide how to work and what actions will be implemented to achieve the goal.

3*h + 3*t = ?

Firstly, I would like to explain the meaning for the number 3 and letters “h” and “t”. In my opinion these words are a key to innovative and creative pedagogy based on the relationship: 3*h = hands, head, heart (Pestalozzi) and 3*t = talent, technology, tolerance (Florida). Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi was a Swiss educational reformer who founded several educational institutions both in German- and French-speaking regions of Switzerland and wrote many works explaining his revolutionary modern concept of education. His motto was “Learning by head, hand and heart”. Next, is Richard Florida an American scientist and economist from the University of Florida an American scientist and economist from the University of Florida. His motto was “Learning by head, heart and creative”. This article presents various aspects of current issues surrounding discourse on the participation of young people and their creativity in the context of school and local communities. Modern school might be likened to a factory in which parents and children play the role of consumers and administrators the role of producers and policy makers. As you read you would like you to reflect on what you need to do to make the school become environmentally friendly in order to build relations and dialogue, in which the creativity of students and teachers will strengthen the process of teaching and learning. I am going to pose some questions: What does creativity mean in the context of young people and their participation in school and beyond? What determines their innovation - my interdisciplinary approach? How do we learn in the “creative age”, cities prosper in the “creative age”, cities and young people to accept only one correct vision of the world. Even pedagogical graduates who have encountered, for example, the concepts of Maria Montessori do not use this knowledge in practice. For many years German neurobiologist Professor Gerald Hüther has been involved in the education and implementation of knowledge within the context of the learning processes within the educational system. He is one of the innovators of the idea of Schule im Aufbruch/awakening school. In this model, there is no division into specific age groups. Students with a teacher individually set up a work plan and they also have two additional subjects/lessons: responsibilities and challenges. They alone decide how to work and what actions will be implemented to achieve the goal.

3*h + 3*t = ?

Firstly, I would like to explain the meaning for the number 3 and letters “h” and “t”. In my opinion these words are a key to innovative and creative pedagogy based on the relationship: 3*h = hands, head, heart (Pestalozzi) and 3*t = talent, technology, tolerance (Florida). Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi was a Swiss educational reformer who founded several educational institutions both in German- and French-speaking regions of Switzerland and wrote many works explaining his revolutionary modern concept of education. His motto was “Learning by head, heart and creative”. This article presents various aspects of current issues surrounding discourse on the participation of young people and their creativity in the context of school and local communities. Modern school might be likened to a factory in which parents and children play the role of consumers and administrators the role of producers and policy makers. As you read you would like you to reflect on what you need to do to make the school become environmentally friendly in order to build relations and dialogue, in which the creativity of students and teachers will strengthen the process of teaching and learning. I am going to pose some questions: What does creativity mean in the context of young people and their participation in school and beyond? What determines their innovation - my interdisciplinary approach? How do we learn in the “creative age”, cities prosper in the “creative age”, cities and young people to accept only one correct vision of the world. Even pedagogical graduates who have encountered, for example, the concepts of Maria Montessori do not use this knowledge in practice. For many years German neurobiologist Professor Gerald Hüther has been involved in the education and implementation of knowledge within the context of the learning processes within the educational system. He is one of the innovators of the idea of Schule im Aufbruch/awakening school. In this model, there is no division into specific age groups. Students with a teacher individually set up a work plan and they also have two additional subjects/lessons: responsibilities and challenges. They alone decide how to work and what actions will be implemented to achieve the goal.

Creativity, communication skills and innovative solutions to problems, trust, and development are increasingly more important than diplomas or knowledge.

Where we are going?

Interesting results have emerged from neuroscientists’ research in the pedagogical-didactic discourse on the model of modern education. It turns out that we learn only when something interests us. Unfortunately, the reality of the work of many schools in Europe (and perhaps worldwide) contradicts this view. Often teachers become slaves of curricula and they try to force children and young people to accept only one correct vision of the world. Even pedagogical graduates who have encountered, for example, the concepts of Maria Montessori do not use this knowledge in practice. For many years German neurobiologist Professor Gerald Hüther has been involved in the education and implementation of knowledge within the context of the learning processes within the educational system. He is one of the innovators of the idea of Schule im Aufbruch/awakening school. In this model, there is no division into specific age groups. Students with a teacher individually set up a work plan and they also have two additional subjects/lessons: responsibilities and challenges. They alone decide how to work and what actions will be implemented to achieve the goal.

Most often they exit school and work informally, for example cooperating in an immigrant environment or/and with elderly people. They work in groups, developing their own passions and interests. The idea of learning by action is realized in practice. Students of the Evangelical School, in Berlin which employs this philosophy, are among the best in the country based on the results of final exams. Creativity is a source for innovation and the key to developing skills for work and lifelong learning.

The Final Report of the Study on Creativity and Innovation in Education in the EU Member States from 2010

This report was written by several institutions but the leader was the Institute for Prospective Technological Studies from Spain. The prime objectives of the Institute is to monitor and analyse science and technology developments, their cross sectoral impacts, their interrelationship with the socio-economic context and their implications for future European policy development. Creativity through lifelong learning is recognized as both a driver for innovation and a key factor for the development of personal, occupational, entrepreneurial and social competencies, and for the well-being of all individuals in society (European Parliament and the Council, 2008). Research has indicated that creativity and innovation are far more important than the remainder of key competencies including critical thinking, problem solving, risk assessment, decision taking and constructive management for success in the labour market and society at large. Both teachers and learners must acquire critical thinking skills in the use of technologies to be able to benefit in an effective, innovative and creative way. People must be equipped to express their creative and innovative potential through digital media and technologies. Young people are ICT literate but they often lack the skills to be creative and innovative with new tools. Teachers nowadays do not have to teach information but how to use information to acquire knowledge.

The main findings of the Final Report of the Study on Creativity and Innovation in Education in the EU Member States demonstrate that the term creativity is frequently mentioned in school curricula in many European countries. In comparison, the term innovation hardly is mentioned at all. When comparing compulsory school curricula only eleven countries show high frequency of using the term ‘innovation’ (for example: Northern Ireland, Estonia, Latvia, Portugal, Scotland), 17 countries show a medium level of using this term (Finland, Sweden, Germany) and eight countries show low frequency of the terms ‘innovation’ and ‘creativity’.
Non-refereed

(Poland, Denmark, Romania). This analysis shows that creativity is referred to in school curricula in all countries and is already part of the educational political discourse in most European countries. Almost all the surveyed teachers believed that creativity could be applied to every domain of knowledge (38%) and that creativity could be applied to every school subject (96%). Another barrier for creativity in education is that in most curricula, subjects are still addressed separately and are hardly ever used in a cross-curricular way.

Balance is essential in relation to the amount of content teachers are expected to cover during a school year. Too much content could be detrimental to the development of creative activities in the classroom, as it does not allow space for other activities which results in the development of deep understanding and transversal skills. The expert interviews conducted in the study raised several concrete examples of how creativity is fostered in cross-curricular ways. The expert interviews were conducted with a group of experts, including teachers and educators from different educational backgrounds. The interviews were conducted using a semi-structured approach, where the interviewer asked open-ended questions to encourage the experts to share their experiences and insights.

Challenges and good practices

“The Jewish traces in Murowana Goślinia”

I would like to introduce the activities of my interdisciplinary class of “Hippolytus” where the aim is to increase youth participation in the process of learning, tolerance and empathy for others by utilising creative methods of teaching. The foundation of the interdisciplinary class is the integration of different fields of science, ways of thinking and looking at the world around us. The overarching values are the past and space where we live and build relationships. The basis is the idea of learning by doing, using the local contexts of a small homeland, respecting the individuality of each student and building in him/her the belief that it is worth being yourself and developing your passions. There are two very important meanings of space in our educational activities. One of them is real space: of town and the history of people who lived there.

In my previous teaching year my students prepared a creative being yourself and developing the memory of the multicultural past of the town “The Jewish traces in Murowana Goślinia” as a part of the School of Dialogue implemented by the Forum for Dialogue among Nations. The main action of the project was a game based on the stories of Jewish residents of Murowana Goślinia. One of them was Gustav Magnus. He was born around 1820 and at that time, there were about 400 Jews living in his town. His brother Leopold was born about 1829. Both men were cap makers. Their parents were Jozef and Ferge. Before 1847 Gustav had arrived to London and married Amelia Casper who was born in the town of Rogozno. Our educational activities focused primarily on building the identity of young people living in Murowana Goślinia with respect for tolerance and respect for cultural and religious diversity. We were looking for inspiration in the multicultural history of the town where three communities lived together: Poles, Jews and Germans. The connection of multicultural and architectural education through formal and informal activities through the implementation of educational projects, international youth meetings and pedagogical innovations is an opportunity to strengthen the social competences of young people, develop their passion and curiosity of the world.

Goslina, I am pleased to tell the students and the teacher. At the same time, the team reflected on their ideas and, makes decisions. The class transformation process requires common decisions, finding consensus and sharing work. It also requires the participation of many people who will help realise the project in which the main goal is participation of young people to strengthen their creativity and to become open-minded citizens in a democratic society. Pupils, teachers and school principals participate in a collaborative process in which commitment and responsibility are critical and germane to the immediate environment. For that reason we invited an architect who taught architecture and drawing. Together with the architect the youth together designed the class, taking into consideration their own needs and dreams.

Steps involved in our work to create a space to learn, teach and live

My students, the guest architect and I first created a project team. The first task of the team was to reflect on what the dream class might look like. By working on the project method, team members discussed what changes were possible to create and which of them should become the focus of the team. It was important to take into account both the needs of the students and the teacher. At the same time, the team reflected on who could get support for making classroom changes and also identify who should be included in the decision-making process. The next step was to blueprint related activities and implement plans. The entire process of making changes was documented on a regular basis with photos.

The public, private and intimate space of one school

The public space requires specific forms of behavior, clothing and language. There is a hard floor, a teacher’s desk in the middle, a blackboard, national emblem, religious symbol, porter leaders, and potted plants as well. The classroom is a strange theatre where the students perform the role of spectators and they are accounted for by the actors (teachers) and sometimes thrown out of the theatre (‘go out the door!’). They must sit and be quiet - the best as if they do not ask anything.

The traditional arrangement of benches, one behind another, and the desk in the middle of the class does not encourage cooperation and relationship but rather confrontation.

The private space is the only place where we learn and we only learn what we engage in voluntarily. To transform a public space into private space is a condition of a teacher’s didactic effectiveness. Private space creates personal relationships between teachers and students. The teacher-student relationship is the most important axiom of Jesper Juul’s approach to pedagogy. Juul is a Danish internationally renowned public speaker, author, family therapist and educator with activities in more than 15 countries around the world. Juul clearly explains how he understands relationships with another person, a student, a teacher, a parent. In his opinion “the competence to build relationships involves the skills...
Choose your journey: Using a combination of methods to aid mathematical problem solving

Dr. Lorra Quinnell

Abstract

Problem solving in mathematics allows teachers and learners to make choices, such as choices about which methods and representations to use. The article draws the readers’ attention to the diversity of problem solving methods, in particular to visual and traditional algorithmic methods. Mastery of a variety of methods is important for teachers and learners in terms of becoming versatile with varied ways of solving problems and communicating mathematical ideas. For teachers, for instance, increased awareness of a wider range of representations offers benefits by giving them a greater faculty to exercise choices with respect to their explanations, and expanded ability to present mathematical ideas in understandable formats.

You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes. You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. You’re on your own, and you know what you know. And you are the guy who’ll decide where to go. (Dr. Seuss)

Choices, choices, choices, oh for the power of choice. The splendour of problem solving methods lies in their variety. Problems can be solved with the use of visual representations or traditional algorithms. Increasingly educators have highlighted the benefits of using a combination of such methods to aid children to master problem solving (see Flores, Koontz, Inan, & Alagie, 2015; Ng & Lee, 2009; Zambo & Zambo, 2004).

The use of visual methods and more traditional methods correspond respectively to two key ideas or proficiencies in The Australian Curriculum, namely understanding and fluency. Understanding and fluency are akin to the ideas of conceptual understanding and procedural fluency discussed by Flores et al. (2015) with fluency relating to mastery of efficient methods to solve given tasks (ACARA, 2016b). A balance of knowledge of these skills is required by learners (Flores et al., 2015). This means that teachers require the ability to successfully implement learning based on a combination of the approaches (Flores et al., 2015), and use of visual representations complementing traditional methods during problem solving. Because of the importance of diverse representations in terms of interpreting and communicating mathematical ideas to learners, mastery of a selection of representations of mathematical ideas such as concrete representations, verbal descriptions, visuals, and symbolic representations, is a key part of teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge (Norton, 2010, 2012). This is consistent with...
other educators’ views about the importance of representations in mathematics teaching and learning (e.g. Ryan & McCrae, 2005), and others’ views that weak knowledge of representations may affect teachers’ ability to teach (e.g. Norton, 2010). Suggestive of the key role of communication of mathematical ideas by teachers, the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers (Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership [AITSL], 2012), identify the importance of teachers demonstrating a selection of verbal and non-verbal communication strategies (Standards 3.5). Teachers’ faculty to choose suitable representations of mathematical ideas is part of their pedagogical content knowledge (Mishra & Koehler, 2006), making it possible for them to present content in comprehensible formats, so as to meet learners’ abilities and needs. As suggested by Ryan and McCrae (2005), “It is the use of representations that may shift procedural behaviour towards conceptual understanding. Indeed representations are the life-blood of teaching and the basis of pedagogical teacher knowledge” (p. 647), a statement that highlights the potential of varied representations to improve learners’ understanding and enhance teacher efficacy.

The importance of representations is also highlighted in mathematics curricula in both the USA and Australia. One out of five process standards in the curriculum in the USA includes a Representation Standard, which focuses on the selection, creation, and use of representations (NCTM, 2011), such as manipulatives, diagrams, symbols, and graphs (Van de Walle, Karp, & Bay-Williams, 2010). Although there is no equivalent standard in Australia, the Australian Curriculum does contain many references to different representations, for instance references to the importance of visuals in many curriculum descriptors (ACARA, 2016a). Referring to problem solving, the Australian Curriculum highlights the importance of students making choices about how best to represent problems, followed by effective communication of the solutions (ACARA, 2016b).

Scaffolding problem solving with the use of concrete materials and visual methods

A GREAT discovery solves a great problem but there is a grain of discovery in any problem. (George Polya)

Use of concrete materials and diagrams is important in terms of developing learners’ conceptual understanding and aiding them to make sense of abstract ideas (Flores et al., 2015, Ng & Lee, 2009; Ruchti & Bennett, 2013). As suggested by Zambro and Zambo (2004), illustration(s) are “necessary to provide a cognitive framework within which to understand” (p. 226). Today many educators acknowledge the importance of methods that provide learners with opportunities to make sense of mathematics.

Concrete materials 1:

The concrete materials required in this method are ten 50 cent pieces, ten 5 cent pieces, and ten 2 dollar coins (real or otherwise), and a 2 x 5 array. With the use of these concrete materials the children are encouraged to solve the given problem by placing coins in groups of 5c and $2.05 into the 10 blocks on the array, aiming for a total of $10. Gradually the children can be encouraged to work systematically and record their working. A good starting point is to place a 50 cent piece and a 5 cent piece in each of the ten squares and calculate the total in the squares. Then gradually replace 50 cent coins with 2 dollar coins until a total of $10 is reached (see Figure 2). Answer: 7 letters posted within Australia ($5.50) and 3 letters posted to Europe ($2.05).

Concrete materials 2:

The materials required in this method are ten letters labelled 55¢ and ten labelled $2.05 (see Figure 3). The aim is to choose any 10 letters that give a total of $10. Once again in a systematic method, children would be encouraged to start with all 55¢ letters and calculate the total, then gradually replace one 55¢ letter with a $2.05 letter until a total of $10.00 is reached.

Answer: 7 letters posted within Australia ($5.50) and 3 letters posted to Europe ($2.05).

Use of diagrams:

A variety of diagrams can be used to represent the problem. For instance in an idea similar to the first method differently coloured circles can be used to represent $2, 50c, and 5c coins (see Figure 4, in which the largest circle represents 50c, the medium circle $2, and the smallest circle 5c). Thereafter the same process is followed as in the first method leading to the given answer.
More traditional methods

Guess and improve method:

This method begins with an initial guess of the number of $2.05 letters (or 55¢ letters). This is followed by cost calculations, and improvement to the original guess followed by more cost calculations. As an aid to understanding, good communication of the answer is important.

Guess five $2.05 letters, then there are 10 – 5 which is five 55¢ letters
55 = 1025 + 275 = 1300 cents or $13, which is incorrect.

Guess three $2.05 letters, then there are 10 – 3 which is seven 55¢ letters
55 = 615 + 385 = 1000 cents or $10, which is correct.

Answer: 7 letters posted within Australia (55¢) and 3 letters posted to Europe ($2.05).

Use of tables

This method relies on depiction of the solution through a one dimensional table (Table 1) or a two dimensional table (Table 2). Good communication of the answers depends on cautious labelling of the tables.

### Table 1. Representing the Data in Table Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$2.05$ letters</th>
<th>55¢ letters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of $2.05$ letters</td>
<td>Total cost of $2.05$ letters in cents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>615</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answer: 7 letters posted within Australia (55¢) and 3 letters posted to Europe ($2.05).

### Table 2. Another Representation of the Data in Table Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$0.55$ letters</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2.05$ letters</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answer: 7 letters posted within Australia (55¢) and 3 letters posted to Europe ($2.05).

Algebraic solution:

Similar to the steps in many algebraic solutions, the first step consists of choosing a name for one of the variables. In this case the number of 55¢ letters is called x. Then the number of $2.05 letters is expressed in terms of x, and a single equation, with one unknown (x), is formed to represent the problem. Good communication of the symbolic representation is necessary.

Let x be number of 55c letters. Then there are 10 – x, 205c letters
Cost of 55c letters is 55x and cost of 205c letters is 205(10 - x)
Cost of letters: 55x + 205(10 - x) = 1000
55x + 2050 = 1000
-205x = -1050
x = 7
Number of 55c letters is 7 and number of $2.05 letters is 10 – 7 = 3
If the answer is checked:
2.05 = $10.00, which is correct.

Answer: 7 letters posted within Australia (55¢) and 3 letters posted to Europe ($2.05).

Graphing the situation:

The problem can be represented by the two linear equations shown below.

To start let x be number of 55c letters and y the number of 205c letters.
The total number of letters is: x + y = 10
The total cost is 55x + 205y = 1000

The two straight lines represented by the two linear equations are plotted on a well labelled graph (see Figure 5). The intersection of the two lines represents the solution to the problem.

![Graph of the situation](image)
Conclusion

The article presented ways in which the given problem could be solved, based on different representations of mathematical ideas. These included visual and traditional algorithmic methods. A combination of such methods is important in developing problem-solving abilities, linked to the key ideas understanding and fluency in the Australian curriculum. As illustrated in the article, the process learners are exposed to expanded ways of thinking about and presenting mathematical ideas.

In the words of J. N. Henstep:

“The value of a problem is not so much coming up with the answer as in the ideas and attempted ideas it forces on the would be solver.”

Dr. Lorna Quinell

The Causes Project at Pembroke Middle School (SA), 2014 – 2017

Howard MacPherson

The Causes Project (CP) is a catch-all term that encapsulates the work done in the Pembroke Middle School to advance causes (good works that attract charitable actions) to support the least advantaged in our community, whether at a local, national or global level. This project was developed in line with the School Improvement Plan under Student Development with the following aims:

i) Provide clarity about the purpose behind our outreach experiences for students;

ii) Ensure the outreach experiences achieve their aim;

iii) Balance small ‘ad hoc’ charity activities (over 40 in the Middle School in 2013) and provided a coherent program aimed at establishing the use of common language and understandings amongst our students of the concepts of altruism, advocacy, awareness and action, as they relate to efforts to make a difference in the community. The CP aligns with our School Aims which are:

“To create a dynamic learning community which encourages self-management, curiosity … to facilitate development of each student emphasizing self-management, curiosity, self-employment and self-expression. London: SAGE.


The Causes Project has three tiers:

Tier 1 Causes

These are causes that are proposed and voted on and thus supported by students of the entire sub-School. Tier 1 Causes automatically attract funds raised from a themed casual day in addition to other events in a nominated single school term. Examples include events such as music and dancing performances, speeches and volunteering.

Tier 2 Causes

These are proposed and decided by students within each of the 8 Houses and involve an event conceived by the House members to raise awareness and funds. These causes are also conducted within a nominated school term.

Tier 3 Causes

Causess in Tier 3 comprise emergencies that may arise in a given year and are separate from Tiers 1 and 2. For example, in 2015 the tragedy of the Nepalese
earthquake evoked a response by the whole School Years ELC to Year 12.

The Causes Project was developed around four pillars which are:

Awareness
raising consciousness and providing knowledge

Advocacy
taking a message to the school and wider community, active support

Altruism
practice of unselfish concern for the welfare of others

Action
doing something pragmatic for the benefit of others

Like all schools, ours is an important member of the wider community and is committed to developing people of good character who are not only keen but willing to make a difference to society and to give back. The majority of our very fortunate students know that they enjoy emotionally and materially. They are, for the most part, healthy and secure and well-positioned to help others in need.

Now three years into the Causes Project we are seeing strong evidence of a deeper understanding and ownership of the values inherent in the School Aims through an increasing number of student-led actions connected to the CP. For instance, since 2016 it is students who have come forward with ‘Yes if … planner’ proposals for approval, as their Heads of House previously used to do. Also, in 2017 only students have spoken at the Causes Assembly to advocate for the causes they want the student body to vote on for Tier 1.

and 9 students. A mix of students and guest speakers (such as a Youth Ambassador for World Vision) were invited to speak about the causes at a specially organised ‘Causes Assembly’. The students listened to the speakers then returned to their tutorials to discuss what they had heard and were asked to cast first and second-preference votes for the causes they wanted the whole school to support in the following year. The result was that the Birthing Kits Foundation and Tanzeed were selected as major (Tier 1) causes for 2015, to add to the already established causes, World Vision and the Home of Hope (Cambodia). Results attached below:

Whole of Middle School Causes results for 2015

Charities have been supported by individual Houses for many years, but in 2014 students in the eight Houses were asked to decide which single cause (Tier 2) they wanted to support as a House at some point during the 2015 year. The aim was to focus the efforts of each House to achieve greater levels of awareness of their chosen cause. Once decided, House student leaders were required to confer, complete and then present for approval their ‘Yes if … plans’ (via their Head of House) to the Head of School. ‘This was part of the process of organising awareness and fundraising activities and ensured that the student leaders had considered how their activity would be brought to life and be effective. The ‘Yes if … plan’ sets out criteria including how the proposal for action is geared to raise awareness and advocacy, how it is altruistic in its intent, and what actions will be required to support it.

The third Tier in the CP is reserved for an emergency of national or international significance. It happened that in 2015 the whole School decided to support the Nepalese people affected by the devastation of the earthquakes. ‘Namaste Day’ was thus invoked at the suggestion of many students and a huge collective effort was made by students and staff to raise awareness and gain support in the community; the whole of the School from ELC to Year 12 across all three campuses collaborated on this undertaking and $6000 was raised.

A further and important aspect of the CP is the ‘Super Fundraiser’. At this time the fundraising is done via a walk-a-thon of six kilometres called ‘The BIG Walk’. The walk-a-thon has become a signature date on the Middle School calendar and is organised for the last day of Term 3. All students in the Middle School gather sponsorship from family, friends, neighbours and others to walk around the course at a local recreation park. They participate in their House colours (a colourful and very public display) to draw awareness of the local community. In 2015 the $8000 raised was distributed evenly amongst the Tier 1 and 2 Causes, with some cash being held in reserve for a Tier 3 cause. This decision was made by staff at the School.

After the experience in 2015 it was decided that students and staff should speak at the Causes Assembly to advocate for particular causes and then use a preferential voting system to decide the outcome. The eight Houses also decide on their individual causes with students being invited to promote a cause about which they felt strongly at House assemblies. In most cases there is some intimate connection between those who proposed support for a cause and the cause itself; often a family member.

In 2016 the Student Voice Executive leaders were invited to inform and have greater influence on the decision-making processes to effectively and fairly distribute funds. Several alternatives were put forward and discussed by the leaders and the notion of voting for causes was also hotly debated, as some felt that voting was problematic when all causes were deemed worthy in their own right. It has transpired since 2016 that funds raised are divided equally between the four Tier 1 (Major) Causes and the eight House-based Causes. Preferential voting is still the method by which Causes are ultimately decided.

In 2016 the CP was refined further through developing a more entrepreneurial approach to the considerable work of the students. This proved to be effective in enabling the student body to assume more ownership of the Causes Project. Students were offered dedicated training in project management skills that would empower them to exercise more influence and direct involvement in raising awareness and funds. A parent who had presented workshops on aspects of leadership to student leaders raised the idea of a possible collaboration between the Project Management Institute (PMI) Adelaide (SA Chapter) and Pembroke School. A conversation ensued about the benefits of the teaching and application of project management skills as a life skill to our students. Our common aim was to provide some dedicated training that would enable our students to learn the necessary skills to take greater

Summary

What is your Cause?

What house are you in?

Select your first preference

Select your second preference

Select your third preference

What causes were presented for the consideration of all the Years 7, 8 and 9 students. A mix of students and guest speakers (such as a Youth Ambassador for World Vision) were invited to speak about the causes at a specially organised ‘Causes Assembly’. The students listened to the speakers then returned to their tutorials to discuss what they had heard and were asked to cast first and second-preference votes for the causes they wanted the whole school to support in the following year. The result was that the Birthing Kits Foundation and Tanzeed were selected as major (Tier 1) causes for 2015, to add to the already established causes, World Vision and the Home of Hope (Cambodia). Results attached below:

Whole of Middle School Causes results for 2015

Charities have been supported by individual Houses for many years, but in 2014 students in the eight Houses were asked to decide which single cause (Tier 2) they wanted to support as a House at some point during the 2015 year. The aim was to focus the efforts of each House to achieve greater levels of awareness of their chosen cause. Once decided, House student leaders were required to confer, complete and then present for approval their ‘Yes if … plans’ (via their Head of House) to the Head of School. ‘This was part of the process of organising awareness and fundraising activities and ensured that the student leaders had considered how their activity would be brought to life and be effective. The ‘Yes if … plan’ sets out criteria including how the proposal for action is geared to raise awareness and advocacy, how it is altruistic in its intent, and what actions will be required to support it.

The third Tier in the CP is reserved for an emergency of national or international significance. It happened that in 2015 the whole School decided to support the Nepalese people affected by the devastation of the earthquakes. ‘Namaste Day’ was thus invoked at the suggestion of many students and a huge collective effort was made by students and staff to raise awareness and gain support in the community; the whole of the School from ELC to Year 12 across all three campuses collaborated on this undertaking and $6000 was raised.

A further and important aspect of the CP is the ‘Super Fundraiser’. At this time the fundraising is done via a walk-a-thon of six kilometres called ‘The BIG Walk’. The walk-a-thon has become a signature date on the Middle School calendar and is organised for the last day of Term 3. All students in the Middle School gather sponsorship from family, friends, neighbours and others to walk around the course at a local recreation park. They participate in their House colours (a colourful and very public display) to draw awareness of the local community. In 2015 the $8000 raised was distributed evenly amongst the Tier 1 and 2 Causes, with some cash being held in reserve for a Tier 3 cause. This decision was made by staff at the School.

After the experience in 2015 it was decided that students and staff should speak at the Causes Assembly to advocate for particular causes and then use a preferential voting system to decide the outcome. The eight Houses also decide on their individual causes with students being invited to promote a cause about which they felt strongly at House assemblies. In most cases there is some intimate connection between those who proposed support for a cause and the cause itself; often a family member.

In 2016 the Student Voice Executive leaders were invited to inform and have greater influence on the decision-making processes to effectively and fairly distribute funds. Several alternatives were put forward and discussed by the leaders and the notion of voting for causes was also hotly debated, as some felt that voting was problematic when all causes were deemed worthy in their own right. It has transpired since 2016 that funds raised are divided equally between the four Tier 1 (Major) Causes and the eight House-based Causes. Preferential voting is still the method by which Causes are ultimately decided.

In 2016 the CP was refined further through developing a more entrepreneurial approach to the considerable work of the students. This proved to be effective in enabling the student body to assume more ownership of the Causes Project. Students were offered dedicated training in project management skills that would empower them to exercise more influence and direct involvement in raising awareness and funds. A parent who had presented workshops on aspects of leadership to student leaders raised the idea of a possible collaboration between the Project Management Institute (PMI) Adelaide (SA Chapter) and Pembroke School. A conversation ensued about the benefits of the teaching and application of project management skills as a life skill to our students. Our common aim was to provide some dedicated training that would enable our students to learn the necessary skills to take greater
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Project and given the task of developing SMART objectives for each pillar and a timeline for project management for the Cycle 4 Sam campaign. A second meeting clarified what the awareness and fundraising events would be, and a deadline was set to gather information, including costs and risk management factors. The Student Action Team were proactive and developed an action plan and confirmed the timeline based on the information presented at the last meeting.

All students in the Cycle 4 Sam Action Team divided into smaller groups which took responsibility for aspects of the campaign. The groups arranged promotions, guest speakers, posters, and activities such as the Casual Day, Smoothie Bike riding, Cupcake sales and Virtual Bike races. The Team were generous with their time and resources and also agreed to donate all the baked goods for the Cupcake sale and the bananas for the Smoothie Bikes. They also dedicated their time to manage the various activities.

On the Cycle 4 Sam Casual Day students and staff were encouraged to wear something blue. All students were issued with a balloon, and despite the drizzle, a “Cycle 4 Sam Balloon photo” involving over 700 students and teachers was taken. It was a colourful sight.

The Art Therapist employed in paediatric palliative care at the Women’s and Children’s Hospital, also visited Pembroke as part of the Team’s awareness raising. Cycle 4 Sam has been funding this position and its programmes for a number of years now. She worked with a number of students on a giant paper mandala, providing our students with a creative opportunity to symbolise the work of Cycle 4 Sam. The final product was stunning and displayed in the Library foyer for some weeks. The combined efforts of the Cycle 4 Sam Action Team’s awareness and fundraising campaign has raised new levels of advocacy as well as $4000.

The pilot continued in Term 4 when the second group of trained students worked to plan and implement the campaign for the Tanzeed Cause. This was also a success and led to the PMI training to be adopted by the Middle School as a key part of the Causes Project.

Subsequently in Term One of 2017, student leaders from all eight Houses were trained in the PMI five Phase method and it is these students who now lead the various campaigns of the Causes Project (Tiers 1 and 2). In a promising development, and for the first time, only student advocates spoke from the rostrum at the most recent Causes Assembly: no staff or adult guests presented proposals. Emphatic speeches were made for 6 different causes, from which three were selected as Tier 1 causes to join the now permanent Home of Hope Cambodia Cause (which currently supports the employment of a full time physiotherapist at the home). The students have embraced the opportunity to be the voices for the causes for which they have a passion. The staff were proud of the well-organised, well-informed and passionate speakers and they were all received respectfully by a supportive student body. Each small group of advocates also produced quite sophisticated short video presentations or dramatisations for the assembly. A short film of their speeches was made to capture the moment. Subsequently, all the students in Years 7 to 10 (over 700) were asked to access the School portal to give their preferences for which major causes they wished to support in 2017 and teams of students have since formed to plan campaigns.

I invite the reader to control and click or cut and paste the link below into their browser to see the shortened Youtube clip about the workshops students participated in:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MkMnNShBPU

So, we are well on our way now. The Causes Project has achieved some of its intended outcomes; a more targeted approach to our altruistic endeavours, greater awareness raising and advocacy for worthy causes and more student-led action. It is exciting to witness the growth in student capabilities in developing short-term campaigns and really, the sky is the limit. What student leaders are now talking about in this context is more volunteer work being incorporated into the student action and a stronger interface with the wider community and even greater student ownership of all the logistics and processes involved in getting things to happen so they can make a difference by reaching out.

H (Mac) MacPherson
Head of Middle School
HMacPhet@pembroke.sa.edu.au

On behalf of all the students and staff who have contributed to the CP.
2016 Adolescent Success Award winner: Exemplary Transition Program For Middle Years Students

Georgia Quirk

Context
Geelong Lutheran College (GLC) was established in 2009 and is located in a regional growth corridor in a new hub between Geelong and the Surf Coast. It is a P-12 Co-educational College with the Lutheran tradition at its core. GLC and St John’s Lutheran School are sister schools: St John’s Lutheran (Primary) School and GLC Year 6 students in Term 2.

In preparation for the new Year 7 cohort, Year 6 teacher/s meet at length with the Year 7 Homegroup teachers to communicate student learning needs in preparation for transition to Middle School. Formative and summative assessment and work samples are shared, reports are provided and any pertinent information is communicated and discussed at a Year 7 Transition meeting prior to the start of the following year.

Year 7 Transition:
We utilise our P-12 context to begin our Transition program the year prior to Middle Years entry at Year 7.

- ‘The Next Step’ program – Part 1 (Term 1) – School visit to St John’s Lutheran School and GLC. Year 6 students in Term 2.

Benefits of the program include:
- Provides activities and discussion for Grade 6’s that enhance their awareness and understanding of student life in a secondary school environment;
- Helps students to realise that the uncertainties and fears of secondary school are normal and these are experienced by all Year 7’s;
- Helps students to understand that there will be staff at each school who will be there for them to assist them on their journeys.

- ‘The Next Step’ program – Part 2 (Term 2) – Visit to GLC Middle School by Year 6 students from GLC and St John’s Lutheran School. The aim of Part 2 is to:

- Provide an opportunity for students to follow a Middle School timetable structure;
- Engage students in a one day ‘taster’ experience to participate in a variety of Year 7 subjects;
- Meet other students who will be in Year 7 at GLC and start to develop relationships with them before middle schooling begins; and
- Meet Year 7 Teachers.

Students reported increased excitement in entering Middle School. ‘They reported growing in confidence knowing they could ‘do it!’ They met new friends and gained a sense of who their peers were and what their teachers expected of them. They felt ‘ready’ for Year 7 (Ronan Thompson - Student, Year 6 GLC).

- ‘Group Transition extended visit’ – Term 4: This is a 5-week program where small groups of GLC Year 6 students attend Year 7 lessons integrating into the Year 7 classroom. Over the duration each student will have experienced a lesson in each Core subject and attended the Middle School Chapel (formal service) and Devotion (led by students in a designated MS Homegroup). The aim of this is to:

- Develop a sense of familiarity with the Middle School precinct;
- Observe Year 7 classes in action gaining a sense of teaching and learning processes and procedures at this level;
- Continue to build relationships with Year 7 Teachers meet Year 7 Teachers;
- Develop confidence in their relationships with existing Year 7 students - Meet current Year 7 students, learn from them, get to know them or re-connect with them as some would have been in a composite Primary school class in earlier years; and
- Develop an affiliation and sense of belonging to this small community within the broader College community of which they are an existing member.

Students reported the similarity in pedagogy to Primary school practices; ‘group work’ was a highlight as some students thinking was transformed from ‘you have to do everything yourself’ to ‘we’re allowed to work in groups, it’s fun’. New Generation Learning spaces are set up in each Middle School classroom in the precinct to facilitate collaborative learning – (Mrs Georgia Quirk Middle School Coordinator).

- ‘Q & A session with the Middle School Coordinator’ – Term 4: After the ‘extended visits’. The Middle School Coordinator meets with all GLC Year 6 students and the Primary School Coordinator, to debrief on their experience of the Middle School. Students discuss similarities, differences, observations and changes in thoughts and feelings associated with transition having participated in selected Year 7 lessons over the 5 week period.

The aim of this session is to answer any specific questions individual students have. This builds knowledge and confidence as they mentally prepare to enter the Middle School. It alleviates anxiety and stress as they are able to replace their worries with excitement.

Many students remained behind to ask me a lot of questions. They wanted to get to know me as much as I wanted to get to know who was going to be joining our Middle School. There was a large group all in a circle talking about the fun things that would happen in Year 7 – lockers, laptops, camps and new friends to meet. They were excited and looking forward to the challenge of middle schooling. They were much more confident after the extended visits compared to ‘The Next Step’ program (Part 1).

- ‘Year 7 Orientation Day’ – for all Year 7 students entering the College. Students are organised into their class groups (for the following year). Each class undertakes a GLC Scavenger Hunt, ‘Getting to Know you’ activities and subject-based sessions with Year 7 Teachers. The aim of the day is for students to talk to as many different students as possible.

The following year when Year 7 students are ready to enter middle schooling we continue to support their transition with the following events scheduled:

- 2016 ‘Profile Meetings’ – Meet the Homegroup Teacher/s. Before the school year begins, students and parents schedule an interview with the HG Teacher. The aim is to:
  - Have the student/parent/ HG teacher meet and set up a supportive network for the student;
  - Discuss any learning needs;
  - Celebrate success in Year 6 (students bring along piece of work of which they are proud);
  - Discuss any concerns from arising from the student or parent;
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Discuss expectations of the first day and first weeks, building excitement; and

Encourage positive thoughts and feelings about starting MS.

Decreased anxiety and nervousness towards starting Middle School were reported by students, particularly those new to the College community. Having attended in school uniform students were able to use this interview time as a 'dress rehearsal' for the first day the following week (Lochlan Jarratt - Student, Year 7 2014).

‘First Day’ of the new school year students are in Homegroup for the entire day. They are introduced to ‘Tools for Learning’; diary, locker, timetable, IT network connectivity, Flipped Learning* and Notetaking, etc. Peer Support program begins (see below).

Students looked forward to the mentoring, interaction and activities run by the SS students. The built lasting relationships that transcended the boundaries of the classroom – this was evident when you saw Year 7’s and 10’s playing downball and basketball together at recesses and lunchtimes. SS students were viewed by the Year 7’s as less intimidating, caring and a trusted person to go to for support. One of the current Yr. 10 leaders last year said that he would like to become a ‘Peer Support Leader’ because the program helped him so much, to get to know his peers and helped me settle into Year 7 quickly. I would like to give back to the Year 7’s next year’ (Brayden Mitchell - Student, Year 9).

‘Year 7 Parent Information Evening and Picnic’ – Term 3 (Week 3). Parents, Students and Year 7 Teachers attend an Information Evening where the expectations of being a Year 7 student in the GLC community are shared. Families and Staff share in a picnic together afterwards. Students engage in pop-up games, have fun and deepen their friendships with each other over the course of the evening. All the while invaluable, deliberate and informal conversations occur between parents and Teachers whereby Staff gauge and discuss individual transition needs of students.

Students – boys and girls organised an impromptu AFL game. One student reported that it was good to get to know students from the other classes, through this experience (Emma Quirk - Student, Year 7).

‘Year 7 Orientation Camp’ – Week 5 (Term 1): A three day two night overnight stay camp based around adventure activities which aims to:

- Provide an opportunity for Christian fellowship, growth and getting to know each other;
- Facilitate shared class experiences and develop sense of group cohesiveness;
- Promote self-esteem, resourcefulness, independence, leadership, cooperation and tolerance;
- Extend classroom learning about our local area and natural environment; and
- Promote interest in lifelong involvement in worthwhile leisure pursuits

Before camp the students were concerned about what their peers would think of them and were reluctant to participate in class discussions. Post camp the students had developed friendships and positive relationships with each other and were willing to take learning risks in the classroom - 7A (class feedback)

Homegroup Structure – based in Year level class groups. This facilitates transition by creating routine, a predictable and safe environment where both Teachers and Students grow in familiarity with each other.

Homegroup Teachers teach the same class for at least 2 subjects in order to develop a deeper relationship with the student and family. One of the HG Teachers also has a Pastoral Care lesson once a fortnight. This subject is developed around the Social and Personal Capability where the Beyond Blue SenseAbility program is presented. The aim of this is to support students with their mental health and build resiliency and life skills as they transition into middle schooling.

In addition, a Study Skills program provides opportunities for students to develop competent work habits to ensure success in their learning program and working life.

Overall, the aim of our Year 7 Transition program is to foster the holistic development of our students in an environment that is nurturing, purposeful and engaging. As the College continues to grow in student numbers and diversity, we remain committed to ensuring this program meets the needs of our youngest members of the Middle School.
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